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Our school is like a boat.
A boat floats because it’s positive
buoyant force
is greater than the weight it carries.
No matter what weight
is put on the boat
it keeps floating!
WE ARE THAT POSITIVE
BUOYANT FORCE!
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EDITORIAL

From the EDITOR
2020 has been a year to remember. Benjamin Disraeli, 19th century British
Prime Minister, said it best: “There is no education like adversity”, and here at
The Settlers High School, like almost everywhere in the world in 2020, we were
educated through the challenges this year presented. This year, more than any
other, our students (especially our Grade 12s) were educated in perseverance,
self-discipline and above all resilience.
This year’s Chatman is about all these challenges and so much more. It tells
the story of heartache and loss, but also highlights the indomitable spirit
of the school. In these pages one will not be able to miss the impact of the
Coronavirus pandemic on every facet of school life; but I hope that something
of The Settlers spirit manages to rise above it all.
The 2020 theme became a guiding principle with which The Settlers faced
the “New Normal”. DRIVE – Settlers DNA, and all it encompassed, highlighted
the unity, purpose and resilience of the learners, staff and broader school
community navigating online learning, numerous new timetables and the many
losses suffered.
This year has also been historical for other reasons. It is the 200th anniversary of
the arrival of the 1820 settlers – a heritage still part of us today. It is also the 30th
anniversary of the courageous and momentous decision by The Settlers High
School to become only the 3rd school in the Western Cape to open its doors
to all students, regardless of race. These two anniversaries reflect something of
the rich histories of our school and the journey we are still on.
What a privilege it has been to take a step back and, through the compilation of
this publication, reflect on and document all that 2020 has been. The following
individuals have journeyed along and deserve recognition for their help and
support:
• Mrs Gallie – Principal
• Mr G Nieuwoudt – Head of Communication
• Ms C Day – Layout and Design
• Various staff: Mrs A van der Berg, Ms D Diederiks, Ms S Williams, Mr T
Warner, Mr H Smuts, Mrs N van der Merwe, Ms T Magson, Ms A Walker and Mr
N Fredericks.
Although 2021 will not see a complete return to “normal”, if 2020 is anything to
go by, the Settlers spirit will certainly continue to soar to new heights.
Divan Sass

Yamkela Mkam - Grade 12
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2020 REFLECTING ON A YEAR
How do I begin to describe a year that blasted into full swing in
term one with a full programme of activities and plans (Interhouse
Swimming Gala, Interhouse Athletics, Interschools Athletics and
winning the Spirit and Cheerleading Cups for the fifth year running
and Interhouse One Act Plays) and then everything ceased for the
rest of the year.
2020 will be recorded in history as the Covid-19 year and in the
future we will share some hair raising and unfathomable stories
with our children and grandchildren.
Thus far we have survived intact as a school body, but let us pause
to reflect and offer a prayer for all the hundreds and thousands of
people who did not survive and were adversely affected.
Resilience is the one word I can use to describe the Settlers staff
and learners this year. The staff in particular survived their own
fears related to Covid-19 safety, staff and learners testing positive,
a forever changing and unknown teaching landscape, five versions
of the timetable, coping with distance learners and new modern
ICT based teaching methods. The amenities staff in particular
need to be acknowledged, because throughout this time they
paid special care to diligently sanitise and disinfect the school,
ensuring the safety of the entire school.

families until the end of the year. A special Christmas collection
for the Amenities staff was overwhelmingly well supported by the
school community. Thank you Settlers families, PTA and Epoch for
making it count.
It is now time to thank a number of people who helped to make
this a very special school that we all are proud of:

Dear Parents thank you for supporting the school.

To the SGB, under the leadership of the Chairman, Mr
Wardle, thank you for your support and for keeping us
accountable to the learners and parents.

To the PTA, under the leadership of their Chairperson,
Mrs Adams, thank you for your service to our school and
especially your initiatives to support struggling Settlers
families.

The Settlers learners embodied tenacity and perseverance. The
Grade 12s attended school every day and they did so as mature
young adults, realising they needed to finish the school year,
despite all the adversities thrown at them - rewriting leaked NSC
examinations, no matric dance, no Fairmont contact, no musical
and all the other functions that make matric a special year. The
class of 2020 will reflect on this year as being the one where they
did not have to wear a uniform, but civvies and a mask instead,
sanitising their hands every hour, a socially distanced valedictory
ceremony and being the only grade at school, having the teachers
all to themselves for more than two months. They coped admirably
and learnt life lessons at the same time.

Thank you to the teaching-, amenities- and administrative
staff. Your hard work, enthusiasm and positivity during
this tough year is truly appreciated. The Management
team of this school is committed, hard-working and
always goes the extra mile - thank you. To my deputies,
Mrs Hall and Mr Smuts, thank you for your support. I wish
also to acknowledge and say a sincere and humbled
thank you for taking up the reigns while I was off on sick
leave. To every staff member, I am blessed and grateful
to be working with each of you.

The rest of the learner body initially didn’t cope well with the
changes - the forever changing timetable that often meant
different teachers, less contact time, staying in the same teaching
venue for the entire day and especially for the juniors, not seeing
their friends during lockdown, school work online, not being
able to play at break. Life became serious and a lot to cope with.
Eventually everyone adjusted and the academic results at the end
of the year are very pleasing. Learners of The Settlers, we are very
proud of you.

To the Grade 12s. Take what you have learnt here in these
hallways, the values from the value driven themes over
the last few years, the lessons learnt and the knowledge
gained from the classroom to the sport field and during
Covid-19, the school spirit and the difference being part
of a team can make. Own your future, make us proud.

The school’s social responsibility never waned and was stepped
up during this difficult year. The school started a Settlers Fund that
was able to provide support to the many families who struggled
to make ends meet and to learners who could not afford access to
online teaching during lockdown. In partnership with the PTA and
Epoch Trust, the school was able to extend feeding the indigent

2020

In conclusion - To the learners of this school, thank you for
helping to make this a special place. It is your positive energy and
involvement that transforms a building and teachers into a school.
S Gallie
Principal
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In Memorium

Adrian de Vries - Class of 2003

Celeste Saptoe - Class of 1999

Lance Dietrich - Class of 2003

2020

Denise Hall - Past Teacher

Linda Traut - Class of 1990
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STAFF
Abrahams, Mr R

Abrahamse, Mr I

Adams, Mrs W

Andrews, Mrs N

Auerbach, Mrs N

Augustyn, Mr A

Baines, Mrs G

Barendse, Ms J

Barkhuysen, Mr E

Basheer, Mrs S

Biet, Mrs M

Botha, Ms N

Cader, Mr M

Clark-Smith, Mrs F

Cogill, Ms C

Cunningham, Ms J

Damonse, Mr E

Davids, Mrs C

De Klerk, Mr J

De Kock, Mrs M

De Villiers, Ms L

De Villiers, Ms S

De Vries, Mrs C

Diederiks, Ms D

Du Toit, Mrs L

Dumse, Mrs T

Dyck, Mrs B

Engelbrecht, Mrs L

Festile, Ms P

Fisher, Mr J

Francis, Mr P

Frantz, Mr N

Fredericks, Mr N

Frieslaar, Ms K
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STAFF

Gallie, Mrs S

Gcoba, Mr W

Gertsen, Ms N

Gordon, Mrs C

Greeff, Mrs A

Griffiths, Mr D

Hall, Mrs L

Heinz, Mrs S

Hendricks, Mrs J

Hendricks, Mrs L

Hurling, Mrs D

Jacobs, Mrs K

Johannes, Mrs T

Kleinsmith, Mrs B

Krige, Mrs L

Lacob, Mr J

Lafite, Ms A

Lesch, Ms R

Magson, Ms T

Meyer, Mr W

Minnie, Mrs C

Morilly, Mr G

Muserere, Mr I

Naicker, Mrs A

Ndzendze, Ms M

Nel, Ms S

Nicholls, Mr A

Nieuwoudt, Mr G

Nieuwoudt, Mrs H

Nongauza, Mr M

Peacock, Mrs M

Pietersen, Ms C

Priem, Mr H

Rodi, Ms T

Roman, Mr P

Sass, Mr D
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Sauls, Mr J

Siebert, Mrs M

Smith, Mrs O

Bianca Petersen - Grade 12

Smuts, Mr H

Steenkamp, Mr D

Titus, Mr P

Van der Berg, Mrs A

Van der Merwe, Mrs N

Vergotine, Mr D

Vermeulen, Mr J

Vermeulen, Ms M

Von Stein, Ms S

Vries, Mr F

Walker, Ms A

Warner, Mr T

Willemse, Ms K

Williams, Ms S

Willis, Mr R
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Our MISSION
The mission of The Settlers High School is to provide a broad
and balanced education which will produce young adults who
have the skills and the confidence to meet the challenges of
life in South African society. Our aim is to promote a sensitivity
towards the needs and mores of the greater community in
which we live and a commitment to serve and improve our
society. Above all, we aim to develop young people with selfdiscipline, independent thinking and a sound set of values,
so that they will be able to realize their own potential. In this
way, learners of The Settlers High School will be able to enrich
others in their future working and social environment.
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PRINCIPAL
Mrs S Gallie, BA, PGCE, ACE; LIFE ORIENTATION
DEPUTY PRINCIPALS
Mrs L Hall, BSc, BEd; LIFE SCIENCES
Mr H Smuts, BMus(Ed); MUSIC
EXECUTIVE HEADS OF DEPARTMENT
Mrs S Basheer, BSc(Hons), HDE; LIFE SCIENCES
Mrs B Dyck, BSc(Hons), HDE; MATHEMATICS, MATHEMATICAL LITERACY
Mrs M de Kock, BA(Hons), HDE; ENGLISH
Ms T Magson, BA, HDE, BEd; GEOGRAPHY
Mr G Nieuwoudt, BEd; INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, CODING & ROBOTICS
Mrs M Peacock, BA, PGCE ; HISTORY
Mr E Damonse, BA, HDE; AFRIKAANS
Mrs S Heinz, HDE (Commerce) Secondary; ACCOUNTING, EMS
Mrs C Minnie, BA(Hons), PGCE; ENGLISH (Acting)
Ms R Lesch, BMus(Ed), PGCE; MUSIC (Acting)
TEACHERS
Mr I Abrahamse, BA , HDE, ACE; LIFE SCIENCES, NATURAL SCIENCE
Mrs W Adams, BA, HDE; ENGLISH
Mrs N Andrews, HDE IV NG; GEOGRAPHY
Mr A Augustyn, BA, PGCE; GEOGRAPHY
Ms J Barendse, BA(Hons), PGCE; LIFE ORIENTATION
Mr E Barkhuizen, ND, PGCE; EMS, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mrs M Biet, BSc, HDE; LIFE SCIENCE, NATURAL SCIENCES
Mrs N Botha, BA, BTh, PGCE; AFRIKAANS
Mr M Cader, ND, BTech, PGCE, BEd(Hons); TECHNOLOGY
Mrs F Clarke-Smith, BA(Hons), HDE; AFRIKAANS
Ms J Cunningham, BA, PGCE, BEd(Hons); ENGLISH
Ms C Cogill, BSocSc, PGCE, BEd(Hons); MATHEMATICS
Mr J de Klerk, BSc, PGCE; LIFE SCIENCES, NATURAL SCIENCE
Ms L de Villiers, BA(Hons), PGCE; AFRIKAANS
Ms S de Villiers, BA, PGCE; VISUAL ARTS
Mrs C de Vries, BA, PGCE, BEd(Hons); LIFE ORIENTATION, NATURAL SCIENCE
Mrs T Dumse, BSc, HDE, BEd; MATHEMATICS
Mrs L du Toit, BDram, HDE; AFRIKAANS
Mrs L Engelbrecht, BA(Hons), MA, HDE; AFRIKAANS
Ms P Festile, BSc, PGCE; MATHEMATICS
Mr N Frantz, BEd; MATHEMATICS, MATHEMATICAL LITERACY
Mr N Fredericks, BA, PGCE; ENGLISH
Mrs C Gordon, BA, PGCE; ENGLISH
Mrs A Greeff, BA(Ed); CONSUMER STUDIES, TECHNOLOGY
Mr D Griffiths, DANCE STUDIES
Mrs D Hurling, BEd(Hons); MATHEMATICS
Mrs P Jacobs, BA, ND, LADK, PGCE; DRAMATIC ARTS, LIFE ORIENTATION
Mrs T-L Johannes, BMus, PGCE; MUSIC
Mrs L Krige, BMus(Hons); MUSIC
Mr J Lacob, BBusSc(Hons), PGCE; ECONOMICS, EMS
Ms A Lafite, BSc, PGCE; MATHEMATICS
Mr W Meyer, BCom, Teacher’s Diploma in Commerce, Further Diploma in Education;
ECONOMICS, ACCOUNTING
Mr G Morilly, BEcon, PGCE; ECONOMICS, EMS
Mr I Muserere, BSc(Hons), MBA, PGDE; PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Mrs A Naicker, BCom, PGCE; ACCOUNTING, EMS
Ms S Nel, BA, PGCE; AFRIKAANS
Ms M Ndzendze, BSc, PGCE; GEOGRAPHY, MATHEMATICAL LITERACY
Mr A Nicholls, TD (Technical), Dipl. (Sch.Lib), Fitmast (Maths), N6; MATHEMATICS
Mrs H Nieuwoudt, BA(Hons); AFRIKAANS
Mr M Nongauza, BSc, PGCE; MATHEMATICS
Ms T Rodi, BA, PGCE; HISTORY
Mr D Sass, BA, BTh(Hons); HISTORY
Mr J Sauls, BSc, PGCE; PHYSICAL SCIENCE, NATURAL SCIENCE
Mrs O Smith, BA, PGCE; LIFE ORIENTATION, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mr D Steenkamp, BA, HDE; AFRIKAANS
Ms M Vermeulen, BSc(Hons), PGCE; PHYSICAL SCIENCES, NATURAL SCIENCE
Ms A Walker, BA, PGCE, BEd(Hons); ENGLISH
Mr T Warner, BSc, PGCE; LIFE SCIENCES
Ms K Willemse, BA, PGCE; ENGLISH, AFRIKAANS
Ms S Williams, BA(Hons), BA(Hons), PGCE; ENGLISH
Mr R Willis, BA (Hons), BEd(Hons), MA, HDE; AFRIKAANS, HISTORY
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STUDENT LEARNERSHIPS
Ms C Pietersen; ENGLISH
Mr W Stubbs, BSc, PGCE; MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE
NON-ACADEMIC STAFF
Mr R Abrahams
Mrs N Auerbach, BSc, Med Tech (Chemical Pathology), Laboratory Manager
Mrs G Baines, Tuckshop
Mrs C Davids, PTD (Music), Library and Print Room Manager
Mrs D Diederiks, ND Small Business Management & Franchising, Principal’s PA
and Human Resources Co-ordinator
Mr J Fisher
Mr P Francis, Carpentry course
Mr W Gcabo, Tiling Phase 2
Mrs N Gertzen
Mrs J Hendricks, Assistant Bursar
Mrs L Hendricks, Business Computing and Administration Diploma
Mrs B Kleinsmith, ND Information Technology, IT Administrator
Mr H Priem, ND Horticulture
Ms K Frieslaar, B Social Work, Counsellor
Mr P Roman (Contract)
Mrs M Siebert, Secretary
Mr P Titus
Mrs A van der Berg, ND Cost and Management Accounting, Bursar
Mrs N van der Merwe, Secretary
Mr D Vergotine, Management Diploma (Level 1 and 2), Occupational Health
and Safety Certificate, Estate Manager
Mr J Vermeulen
Ms S von Stein, Sport Administrator
Mr F Vries, Tiling and Plastering course
GOVERNING BODY
Mr W Wardle, Chair
Ms A Parker, Vice Chair
Mr R Ahmed, Treasurer
Mr H Smuts, Secretary
Mrs A Jackson
Mr T Marinus
Mrs M Maregele
Mrs K Voegt
Mrs S Gallie
Mrs L Hall
Mrs A van der Berg

Luke Arends - Grade 12
2020
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2019 Matric Results
We wish to congratulate the Matric class of 2019 on their results.
Candidates: 229
Passed: 220 - 96,0%
Bachelor Passes: 172 - 75,1%
Subject Distinctions: 202
The following candidates obtained 4 or more subject distinctions each:
7 Distinctions
Tinotenda Muserere
6 Distinctions
Keenan Cupido
		Ayyoob Kriel
5 Distinctions
Kyle Fortuin
		Shawna Anthony
		Joshe Theys
		
Melissa van der Vent
		Kyarah Siljeur
		Leo May
		Naledi Matsobane
		Estee Truter
		Erin Jackson
4 Distinctions
Mikayla Sprout
		Jesse-Leigh Nomdo
		Tina Titus
		Amy Josephus
		Kiara Lottering
		Kirsten Dodgen

A AGGREGATES
(Determined by the core subject (both Languages, Maths,
Life Orientation) plus the best three subjects.
1. Keenan Cupido		
2. Tinotenda Muserere
3. Mikayla Sprout		
4. Ayyoob Kriel		
5. Kyle Fortuin		
6. Shawna Anthony		
7. Joshe Theys		
8. Melissa van der Vent
9. Jesse-Leigh Nomdo
10. Kyarah Siljeur		
11. Leo May		

2020
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86%
85,1%
84,3%
84%
83,7%
83,3%
83,2%
83%
80,9%
80%
80%

ACADEMIC

Systemic Results Award

UWC (Nr 1 Feeder School)
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PREFECTS
LENTING, FAGAN (Head Boy)
CAROLUS, DANIELLE (Head Girl)
TWALO, KHONKCO (Deputy Head Boy)
SCHOOR, JOY (Deputy Head Boy)
ABRAHAMS, BRENT
ARENDSE, ABUBAKER
BOLTNEY, JANIMA
CAMPHER, CHELSEA
DAVIDS, HANAA
DIEDERICKS, RIEFQAH
EDWARDS, NICOLE
ENGELBRECHT, NICOLAS
FRANTZ, ALEX
GREEN, VANIA
HARTZENBERG, HAKEEM
HOYO, LILITHA
JARVIS, KEANAN
JOURMO SEMEGNI, VANICK
KAYEMBE, THERESE SAFI
KRUGER, RACHEL
LAMOUR, DANIELLE
LANGENHOVEN, DANIEL
LINDE, JENINO
MANENGENE, SIYAHLUMA
MBABA, LILITHA
MEYER, YENTL
NAIDOO, CHAD
ONGORI, LATIFA
PAULSEN, ZOE
POCKPASS, ANEKIN
PULLEN, SIMONE
SAYERS, JOSHUA
SMITH, NICOLE
WALTERS, LAYLA
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RCL
Zoë Kahn - Grade 12

GRADE 8
Craig Bantam
Nala Best
Caleb Engelbrecht
GRADE 9
Khanya Bangani
Caleb Brooks
Nothando Mkhize
GRADE 10
Noel Best (Secretary)
Jayden Ockhuis
Amy Vermaak
GRADE 11
Jason Bruintjies
Mercy Fatoba (Vice Secretary)
Lizalise Mkhetho (Vice Chairperson)

Hudaa Jacobs - Grade 10
GRADE 12
Mafuza-Fulele Athi Mvunelo (Chairperson)
Kanyatusoke Euler Urah Katwimuke
Bukhulu Nopote (Treasurer)

Luke Arends - Grade 12
2020

Saeed Gamiet - Grade 12
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CLASS
REPRESENTATIVES
GRADE 8
8A Danielle Lodewyk
8B Ashleigh Elders
8B Tasneem van Rooy
8C Chloe Latsky
8D Kira Nalt
8D Ramla Kalule
8E Ayesha Khan
8E Chinque Johannes
8F Nina Johnson
8G Ubayd America
8H Ammaarah Cadar
8I Lathitha Mashiya
8J Laila Kalule
8K Zetah-Leigh van Wyk
8L Jordan-Leigh Hansen
8M Jordan October
8M Razeena Arendse
8N Bethany Sayers
GRADE 9
9B Zoe van der Westhuizen
9C Kudzaishe Mazambara
9D Kirsty Ludick
9E Nothando Mkhize
9F Nicole Marsh
9G Mia Scheepers
9H Cassidy Ongansie
9I Pearl Benting
9J Hannah Chrystie
9J Jessica Kruger
9J Jayden Williams
9K Sara Cassiem
9L Martine Kabango
9M Kaylin Harris
9N Mpho Mathe
GRADE 10
10A Tahira Masoed
10B Alethea Nourse
10B Hannah Fortuin
10C Zaynib Khan
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10D Brooklyn Hansby
10E Ghianna Manuel
10F Hudaa Jacobs
10G Lee Hendricks
10H Fawaaz Cupido
10I Amber Davids
10J Joshua Latsky
10J Nadia Ryklief
10K Zahrah Britow
10L Elande Jeftha
10M Lara Messiah
10N Chante Meyer
GRADE 11
11A Cleo Anthony
11B Kesha-Lee Ross
11C Lauren Lukas
11C Kimberly Swartbooi
11D Alyssa Damonse
11E Chloe Saayman
11F Hlumile Sotomela
11G Alshayna Lekay
11H Jamie Fortuin
11H Carlin Clarke
11I Aqeelah Allie
11J Kelly-Ann Manuel
11K Dominic Goliath
11L Thithina Vooi
11L Shonell van Schalkwyk
11M Jessica Burch
GRADE 12
12AW Aidan Davids
12BN Logan Jansen
12CF Alexis Kerchhoff
12DL Sinako Hlanganisa
12HB Leandra Francis
12JT Keesha Petersen
12NA Aaliah Sonday
12NH Kabeerah Livingstone
12SD Casey Faulman
12WK Alridge Levendal
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Yusrah Nazeer - Grade 12
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One Act Plays
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The sport calendar for 2020 came to an abrupt finish at the
end of term 1, but what a term 1 it was.

ATHLETICS
Athletics at The Settlers High School is improving. This is a
good sign for the future. Both the Interhouse and Interschools
events were well contested this year.
Two athletes were responsible for new records this year.
These include Nala Best in the 90m hurdles and long jump for
girls U14, and Kyle Zinn in the 100m and 200m for boys U17.
Shaw House was crowned the eventual winner, by just nine
points. The respective Victor and Victrix Ludorum for each
age group were:
•
•
•
•

Isaac Koert and Nala Best for U14		
Liberty Nyashanu and Henrietta Matumona for U15
Kyle Zinn and Kaitlyn Voegt for U17
Brent Abrahams and Jody Pienaar for U19

Interschools was contested by four schools this year with
Brackenfell High joining us for the first time. The Settlers High
athletes gave a good account of themselves. The following
won individual awards for best performances on the day:
•
•

Nala Best Victrix U14 Girls as well as Best Field athlete
according to the Absa table
Kyle Zinn Victor Ludorum U17 Boys as well as Best Track
athlete according to the Absa table

The Settlers in true spirit won both the Cheerleaders and
Spirit trophies and the cheering continued until the last bus
left the stadium at about 19:30.
As usual, we had good representation in the Northern Zone
team with 11 athletes being represented across 16 events.
Five of these athletes are going through to the next round
as they made the Western Province team to compete at
the Western Cape championships that took place at the Dal
Josaphat stadium in Paarl on 13 and 14 March. These athletes
were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lisa Gabriels 6th High Jump
Isaac Koert 9th Long Jump
Muamir Lekay 3rd High Jump obtaining a bronze medal
Menyam Ticha 5th Shotput
Nala Best 3rd Long Jump and 100m obtaining bronze
medals for both events
Brent Abrahams and Kyle Zinn competed in the WP
Club Championships where they won medals in their
respective events. Brent received a bronze medal in
100m and Kyle two gold medals for both 100 and 200m.

BASKETBALL
This year The Settlers High School, under the guidance of
Ms Dyck, hosted a successful Top Schools event that took
place on 13 and 14 March. Our A teams gained much valuable
experience at this event.
BOYS
U14A reached the semi-finals while U16A made it to the final
against Camps Bay High, who was the better team on the day.
The 1st Team lost to Pinelands High School in the semi-finals,
who went on to win the tournament.

2020
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GIRLS
The 1st Team won the tournament with a fantastic
performance in the semi-finals, winning after two extra
periods and going on to beat Camps Bay in the finals. Jody
Pienaar was awarded the Most Valuable Player in the girls
U18 division by the coaches of the tournament.

CRICKET
As every other year we had some great cricket at The
Settlers. Due to the early start to our Interhouse and
Interschool program all teams only played four matches,
but this did not stop the boys from producing great scores
and excellent bowling figures.
•
•
•

U14: Connor Johnson scored a brilliant 137 runs
against Fairmont.
U15: Nathier Abbass took 5 wickets for 15 runs vs
Tygerberg HS.
1st Team: Cedwyn Lambert and Tristan Theys both
scored a century vs JG Meiring.

As usual we finished the term with the Interhouse event.
Pringle House finished in 1st place, with Shaw in 2nd place
and Bain in 3rd place.

SUMMER LEAGUE HOCKEY
GIRLS
The girls summer league hockey started at the end of term
4 2019. After a successful round of trials, coaches were able
to make up three full teams. The focus for the first part
of the season was to work on physical conditioning, basics
both technically and tactically in preparation for the winter
season. The U14’s were a refreshing addition to the summer
hockey program during term 1 2020.
Most of the summer hockey girls were very dedicated to the
sport as they endured and persevered through hot weather
and remained eager and keen to improve and learn. This
has been the largest group of girls participating in this code
thus far.
Special mention must be made of Roche’ De Wet and Casey
Faulmann who were invited to participate in the Western
Province High Performance program. We are very proud of
them.
The hockey girls have been very busy and participated in a
number of tournaments. The U14A girls participated in the
DF Malan U14 Hockey Tournament on the 7 and 8 March
2020. The U16A girls participated in the Aslan U16 Hockey
tournament on the 7 March 2020 where they placed 3rd at
the tournament.
The U16A girls also participated in the Spar U16 Hockey
Tournament on 15 March 2020 where they won 3 games
and drew 1 game. Kaylynne Malloy (Captain) received an
award at this tournament for being the most coachable
player and Mareldia Saul received an award for the most
promising player. The team received an award for being the
Most Improved Team at the tournament.
The 1st Team girls also participated in the Milnerton Hockey
Tournament 13 - 15 March 2020. After a tough start the
girls were able to bounce back and really came together
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as a team. They managed one loss, a draw and two wins. Roche’ De Wet
(Captain), Casey Faulmann and Siya Mbelani won players of the match in
three matches respectively.
BOYS
The boys summer league hockey team have been hard at work this year
preparing for pre-season tournaments and the upcoming league.
Our results have been positive with our 1st team going unbeaten in their
Milnerton tournament. They won two matches and drew two, with no goals
conceded. The standout results have been our back to back wins against
rivals Stellenberg, in which the boys showed great character to grind out
two wins.
U14 BOYS HOCKEY TOURNAMENT - D F MALAN
Played 7 games: won 2, drew 2 and lost 3. The U14 team showed great
potential and was awarded the prize for the most coachable team.
Most valuable player award: Josh Booysen (scored 3 goals)
Most coachable player award: Valdez Blennies

CYCLING
On 9 March 2020 Jason Bruintjies and his team below (Kinetic pro cycling
team) took part in the Cape Town cycle covering a distance of 109 km
on a warm and windy day in a time of 02:41:05. Well done Jason we are
proud of you.

CHESS
Abdul-Hamid Rabiu in Grade 8 competed at the Western Province Chess
tournament and won second place in the U16 category. Well done AbdulHamid.

SOCCER
Tristan Lyners was selected to be part of Ikapa United team that will travel
to Texas USA to participate in the Dr Pepper Dallas Cup. We wish him and
his team well.

FIGURE SKATING

SWIMMING
Our annual Gala was highly contested this year and the final results were
as follows:
1st Pringle 644 points, 2nd Bain 477 points and 3rd Shaw 415 points. The
most sought after Spirit Stick went to Bain.

Both Danielle Lodewyk and Jaida Ng were part of the Western Province
team that took part in the Inter-Provincial Figure skating Championship
in Gauteng on 16 and 17 February this year. Well done to both of them.

SOUTH AFRICAN NAVY SEA CADET
Venisha Dietrich was promoted from seaman to Leading Seaman, two
ranks higher. Well done Venisha, we are super proud of your achievement.

The following records were not just broken but slashed. New record
holders are:
•
•
•
•

Tyla Amos B19 - 50m Breaststroke
Peter-John Joseph - B19 50m Freestyle
Megan Bulose Girls - OPEN 50m Butterfly
Peter-John Joseph Boys - OPEN 50m Butterfly

Congratulations to the following swimmers who competed in the Level 3
champs 15 – 16 February:
•
•
•
•

Tyla Amos: 1st 100 breast stroke, 2nd 200m breast stroke, 3 50m
breast stroke, 4th 200IM
Mikaeel Omar: 1st 50 m freestyle, 2nd 50m butterfly, 3rd 100
freestyle
Morgan Philander: 1st 50m breast stroke, 3rd 100m breast stroke,
3rd 200m breast stroke
Megan Bulose: 1st 50m backstroke, 1st 100 backstroke, 3rd 200m
backstroke, 4th 30m freestyle

Megan Bulose was selected to represent SA in the CANA swimming
championships in Nairobi Kenya in November 2020. She won 2 gold
medals, 1 bronze and 4 silvers for relays.

Luke Arends - Grade 12
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Valedictory Award Recipients
The Board of Governors’ Trophy Academic Diligence
Alexis Kerchhoff
Lewis Trophy Academic Progress
Micaela McGregor
Courier It Trophy Senior Service
Neo Kleinhans
The Malcolm Venter Trophy Cultural Leadership
Khonco Twalo
Hugo Smuts Trophy Cultural All-Rounder
Chelsea Campher
Sterns Trophy Sportsperson of the Year
Zoë Hans
Sterns Trophy Sportsperson of the Year
Jenino Linde
Michael Lee Trophy Senior All-Rounder
Daniélle Carolus
Sterns Trophy School Dux
Avaniya Pillay
Principal’s Special Award
Joy Schoor
Principal’s Special Award
Jarrod Brown
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Valedictory Speech
Prefect Head Boy – Fagan Lenting
When I came here five years ago and I saw everyone for the first time, I thought to myself “If
idiots could fly, this would be an airport.” Five years later, I still think the exact same thing.
But this does not happen often. I stand corrected.
I would like to start this speech with a few thanks. First and foremost, I would like to thank
God for all his blessing that he has bestowed in my life. Secondly, I would like to thank my
parents and each parent or guardian who has supported and given their all to getting each
of us to this point. Thirdly, to the teaching staff, amenity staff and administration staff, we
thank you for all your hard work and dedication. To the prefect body thank you for your
dedication, perseverance and support during our term of service. Now, to the reason why
we’re here.
Matrics, to be honest with you, I had no idea what I wanted to say to you. I did not
understand how I couldn’t write anything. Nothing. I had absolutely no idea how to write
you this goodbye message. Until I realized, it’s because I didn’t want to say goodbye.
How do you say goodbye to the place that brought you the good, the bad and the ugly?
Introduced you to Pringle, Bain and Shaw. That brought home the spirit trophy 4 years in
a row. The place where some of the best dancers, vocalist, actors and sportsman are bred.
Where we made memories like that group of boys who always said: Nah ouens, we not
dressing for PhysEd. Then actually getting dressed and get 100% for cooper. (Must be nice)
or the: can I get a hoo-ya in the passages. Or even enduring Mr. Nongauza’s Math papers
or the abbreviations in Mrs. Gallie’s LO paper. To the place that brought us Lanky preef, one
acts, tablets that we hardly used, musicals, box cart, or to the place that introduced us to
our second parents. Your home away from home. To the place where you found your family.
Through our schooling lives it was always about what adds value to us. Throwing ourselves
into academics so we could get into the best university or into sports for that sport
scholarship. Some of us may have forgotten our own value. Heading into a big wide world
where it is not about what we can do for you but rather what you can do for us. It is
beautifully summed up in a quote that says: These days all I do is wonder if you bending
over backwards… (sorry wrong quote). These days’ people know the price of everything,
but know the value of nothing. When heading out there add value to others lives, give back
all you have learnt and be an inspiration to others.
Whatever happens after this know that I’m proud of you and that you are not truly defined
by those seven/8 digits on that piece of paper.
The matric class of 2020 are truly what they think they are, brilliant excellent, tough and
some of the greatest people I will ever know. This year proved that you can accomplish
anything. Never let anything or anybody in this world get in the way of something you
really want.
I would like to conclude this speech with the lines I started my prefect career with.
My name is Fagan Lenting
I’m a message sent, but still sending
This ain’t my life this body I’m renting
The real question is … who you representing?
As always this has been a pleasure, not a joy.
Thank you.
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Valedictory Speech
Head Girl - Daniélle Carolus
Hey. My name is Daniélle Carolus … and yes, that is how you pronounce it.
Now that one of my life’s problems has been addressed, let tell you a little more about
myself. I am a chronic procrastinator. Proof? I wrote this speech this morning, but let me
save myself by saying that I had another speech planned about a week ago. In that speech,
I was planning on grabbing your attention with a quote by Tupac about THUGLIFE and
thereafter I would probably bore you with my philosophical rambling about the importance
of youth ... until.
Until I realised that it didn’t feel right. I was passionate about what I wanted to say and
what I wanted you to know but then I realised it’s because Valedictory is not about me.
Valedictory is about us. About celebrating our grade and all the memories we ‘ve had thus
far. From the tough times in Grade 8 (if you know, you know), to making waves in Grade 9
(9 FP will always be the best class I’ve been part of) and then meeting my 3-year family in
Grade 10 (Mom MC-grammar, her 30 kids, the step-kids and the extras).
Then, 2020 happened and what can I say, it’s ALWAYS US. Whether it was about the noise
in assembly, how it always seemed to be us cleaning up and how fights over benches only
happened until our year. We’ve even staged a number of protests, nevertheless, we are
stronger because of it. I have become stronger throughout my years here and it would not
have been possible without a number of people.
Thanks to all the sports teams I have been part of, for making it fun and for being the very
few people to have seen me regularly exercise.
Thanks to the choir for teaching me about the importance of trying my best even when I
am basically a drop in the ocean and also for the lessons in balance when Mr Smuts was
shouting at someone.
Thanks to the culinary society for teaching me responsibility and the importance of
“sharing”.
Now, to the prefects for being the most difficult group of people I have ever had the
pleasure of working with and it really was a pleasure getting to know all of you. Even
though you gave me the most stress, I can still truthfully say that I LOVE YOUUU. Thanks to
Joy and Khonkco for always having my back and to Fagan for all the last minute speeches.
Thanks to Mafu and the RCL for amazing collaboration that one time we had a bake sale
and for the leadership experience last year.
Special thanks to the teachers for waking up in the morning just to see our faces and
to all of my teachers for having such amazing patience when experiencing a borderline
interrogation from me in every lesson.
To all the friends I’ve made thus far, thank you for giving me acceptance when it felt like I
didn’t fit in, for giving me the freedom to act like a kid when my life demanded maturity and
for unknowingly being an escape when it felt like my life was crumbling.
Daddy, thank you for teaching to be strong-minded and selfless. Mammie, thank you for
teaching me to have an understanding heart and a thick skin. You have both given me a
solid foundation and a great perspective on life.
I think we can all feel the winds of change and they’re telling us that it is our time now. So
don’t be afraid to make waves because it is only after the biggest storm that we find the
most beautiful rainbow.
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Valedictory Speech
Chairperson of the RCL Mafuza-Fulele Mvunelo
It is my genuine pleasure to greet you as a collective for the last time. So, let me take
this grand opportunity to say, Good afternoon Mrs Gallie, Mrs Hall and Mr Smuts. Good
afternoon to the esteemed guests, matric class of 2020.
Have the words ‘Happy New Year’ ever sounded traumatizing? Well now they do. 2020 was
at most, the most peculiar year of the current century. If one is still oblivious to that fact, it
takes one news channel to take them out of oblivion. It challenged us, it broke us but in a
beautiful paradoxical way, it built us. In building us, it is where we find ourselves here today.
2016 was the year musical classics dropped. Bad and Boujee, controlla, the list goes on. By
nature, or by coincidence, we dropped here that same year too. So, by virtue of dropping
here in 2016, we also will be remembered as ‘classic’ in our own right. Oversized blazers on
small bodies was the order of the day within these corridors. And no one can say they did
not have an oversized blazer.
Amongst other things, one of the most fundamental aspects of life, I learnt within these
walls. That we are people not because we are human beings, but because we need each
other to prosper. Interschools is one but very relevant example. The road to prosperity is
not a selfish one, but a selfless one. It is now where I want to appreciate our companions
on this road, our parents. It is your good intentions and knowing what is best for us which
has saved us on countless times. It is you who have given us a platform to rise, and if by any
means we have been able to see our bright future, it is because we rest on your shoulders.
Here is to you, the parents.
“The future belongs to the youth”. An age-old phrase which has hindered young people from
cementing themselves in society. I say it is a hindrance because it allows for complacency
within young people. We have to do away with this rhetoric because the future is now, and
it has never been so nearer. As a youth in this country, ours is characterized by violence
and reckless behavior which manifests itself later into a broken society. It is therefore why
we NOW have to take up the mantle. If we want to build a better society, we have to build
it NOW. If we want to take risks, we have to take risks NOW. If we want to live, we have to
live NOW because nothing is more important than the moment you are living in. Claim your
space and watch yourself blossom. We are the now, and the now is here.
I by no means am saying that life is easy. The most difficult journey of life is life itself. More
so in these times where the world lacks a humanitarian face, where it lacks love. Let this
fire that we have, this passion to change the world for the better- to contribute to the socio
economic and socio-political discourse. Let it not be extinguished by complacency or by
societies irregular standards. But let it illuminate this dark world and bring about a positive
change. I challenge us to live life to the fullest, for by living life to the fullest, we will be
fulfilling our hearts desires.
Fulfill your dream Kid H- Future SA rap icon.
Fulfill your dream Jaime Lang- Future baseball champion.
Fulfill your dreams Sisanda and Asanda Madwayi- future theatre directors and producers.
To each and everyone here and those watching, I dare you to fulfill your dreams. Your
narrative is yours alone. So be a good narrator and make your story a good story to tell.
To the friendships I have made along the way, I cherish each one of them. To all the
friendships and relationships, let them not wither into nothingness through time, but
through time let them grow and flourish into friendships of lifelong companionship.
Our story is not yet complete, matric class of 2020, so we dare not linger. The future is well
within our grasp; it is up to us to grab it with both hands. In my capacity as the Chairperson
of the Representative Council of Leaners, and in my personal capacity as a leaner, I MafuzaFulele Njengelifulemvula Athi Mvunelo, humbly thank you for 5 years of leadership, of
service, of companionship and of love.
I thank you.
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Abdul Ahmed,
Luqmaan

Abelgas, Chad

Abels, Bianca

Abrahams, Amirah

Abrahams, Andrea

Abrahams, Brent

Abrahams, Cole

Abrahams, Zia

Ada, Ethan

Adams, Courtney

Adams, Kurt

Adams, Thakiyyah

Afrika, Kurt

Ahmed, Sharier

Ajmoodien, Meezaan

Alexander, Devan

Alexander, Tristan

Arends, Luke

Arendse, Joel

Arendse, Muhammad
Abubakr

Arries, Erin

Arumugam, Jaden

Assur, Raina

Aziz, Abdurrahmaan

Banderker, Sameer
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Benjamin, Marian

Bennett, Willecia

Bergstedt, Reece

Boltney, Janima

Botha, Aidan

Bowers, Kayla

Brown, Alicia

Brown, Jarrod

Bukasa, Miriam

Campher, Chelsea

Carlson, Callie

Carolus, Daniélle

Carolus, Morgan

Cassiem, Moegamad
Yaseen

Charles, Aiden

Chitsatse, Carol

Christians, Mikaeel

Claasen, Stephen

Clarke, Kelsey

Cleophas, Braden

Cloete, Kelsey

Cook, Josiah

Cook, Muhammed
Uwais

Cornelissen, Jamie-Lee

Cornelissen, Seth
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Damons, Ethan

Daniels, Murshid

Davids, Aidan

Davids, Hanaa

Davids, Jesse

Davids, Luché

Davids, Nabeelah

Davids, Sloan

De Ruiters, Bronwyn

De Stadler, Jenna

De Wet, Roché

Demas, Jason

Diedericks, Riefqah

Dietricht, Vanisha

Du Plessis, Kayla

Edwards, Nicole

Engelbrecht, Keenan

Engelbrecht, Nicolas

Esa, Aqila

Esau, Keanu

Farao, Chloé

Faulmann, Casey

Felix, Sharna

Fetu, Sinothando

Florence, Daena
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Forsyth, Danielle

Fortune, Zoë

Francis, Leandra

Francke, Ashleigh

Frantz, Alex

Gamiet, Mogamat
Saeed

Gangan, Jaden

Gasant, Ni-Shaadt

Geldenhuys, Dorian

Girma, Eyousias

Goba, Buntukazi

Green, Vania

Groenewald, Amber

Haldezos, Efstratios

Hans, Zoë

Harland, Chad

Hartzenberg, Hakeem

Hartzenberg, Jordan

Hector, Toni

Hendricks, Tonicia

Heuvel, Nicole

Heynes, Summer

Hlanganisa, Inkosinako

Hoffman, Phoebe

Hoyo, Lilitha
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Ilunga, Nzeba

Isimanga, Saraphina

Jacobs, Trista

Jagger, Mishka

Jamalie, Abduraghiem

Jansen, Jaden

Jansen, Logan

Jarvis, Keanan

Johannes, Kelsey

Joorst, Nicholas

Joseph, Damon

Joseph, Matthew

Joseph, Peter-John

Josephs, Alec

Jouemo Semegni,
Vanick

Kahn, Zoë

Kalmeyer, Camryn

Katts, Meeshka

Katwimuke,
Kanyarusoke Euler

Kayembe, Therese

Kerchhoff, Alexis

Khan, Robyn

Khan, Zara

Khuzwayo, Siyasanga

Kisawuzi, Ritah
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Kleinhans, Neo

Kruger, Rachel

Lamour, Danielle

Lang, Jaime

Langenhoven, Daniel

Lenting, Fagan

Letago, Logan

Levendal, Alridge

Linde, Jenino

Liton, Shajida

Livingstone, Kabeerah

Lopez, Monica

Lubamba, Kambala
Samuel

Lusizi, Kuhle

Madwayi, Asanda

Madwayi, Sisanda

Magakwe, Bubom

Malgas, Caleb

Manengene, Siyahluma

Maqhude, Sibulele

Markus, Wilfred

Marshall, Densal-John

Marthinus, Jaden

Martin, Michaela

Masala, Simamkele
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Maseko, Thando

Maseti, Mandisa

Matayi, Honey

Mbaba, Lilitha

McGregor, Micaela

Meyer, Eden

Meyer, Yentl

Mgada, Sihlumile

Mia, Amani

Millward, Juan

Mintoor, Wade

Mkam, Yamkela

Mlaba, Libongeni

Mohamed, Aaliah

Mohamed, Yazeed

Molisho, Carol

Moore, Mikhail

Moorgas, Jared

Moosa, Leya

Morris, Ethan

Moses, Alex

Moses, Meggan

Mukadam,
Mohammed Hussain

Mvududu, Victoria

Mvunelo,
Mafuza-Fulele
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Naidoo, Chad

Naidoo, Naren

Nazeer, Yusrah

Nciza, Thandekile

Nelson, Willynn

Ngalimane, Aluphiwe

Ngcayechibi, Rita

Ngele, Avuyilamazizi
Anitta

Nopote, Bukhulu

Ntumbuka, Mfuneli

Odendaal, Robert

Ongori, Latifa

Opperman, Ayanda

Opperman, Emma

Parker, Imaan

Parker, Mohammed
Haneef

Patel, Tara

Patel, Taryn

Pather, Zoe

Paulsen, Zoë

Pelser, Demi

Petersen, Aiden

Petersen, Bianca

Petersen, Keesha

Phala, Itumeleng
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Philander, Mia

Phillips, Seth

Pienaar, Jody

Pilcher, Riley

Pillay, Avaniya

Plaatjies, Jade

Pockpass, Anekin

Poole, Zoë

Pullen, Simone

Retief, Elizabeth

Riegers, Tamzin

Robinson, Nikita

Roman, Joey

Rowan, Inge-Ray

Royeppen, Nabeel

Salie, Zayaan

Sallie, Zahaa

Sayers, Joshua

Scheckle, Amber

Scheffers, Evan

Scholtz, Aiden

Scholtz, Joshua

Schoor, Joy

Schroeder, Imaan

Seckel, Kendelle
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Simmers, Jade

Singata, Chulumanco Skemela, Siyanda

Skosan, Chris-Juan

Slingers, Aiden

Smerdon, Sarah

Smith, Nicole

Solomons, Rizia

Sonday, Aalia

Stuurman, Zethan

Sulaiman, Aqeelah

Theys, Tristan

Timm, Lyne

Torode, Rhegon

Turner, Matthew

Twalo, Khonco

Valentine, Jordan

Valentine, Kim

Valentyn, Renisha

Van den Heever,
Jamey

Van Wyk, Aiden

Van Wyk, Chanté

Vries, Godric

Vyver, Meondre

Walters, Layla

Weng, Zixin

Wessels, Leilah

Wildeman,
Abby-Zhaun

Williams, Eden

Wynand, Ricky
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ACHIEVEMENTS
> Mr J Lacob and a few
learners represented The
Settlers High School at the
South African Reserve Bank
Schools Challenge.

Congratulations goes to Caleb
Abrahams, Ethan Roelf, Thato Nkotoe
and Thurlin Marinus on placing 1st
in JSE Schools Competition (Equity
Growth Category).

< We would like to congratulate Kyle
Mentor (Grade 9) for his outstanding
achievement in archery.

> We are extremely proud
of Kelly Damon (Grade 10)
who stars in the new TV
Show called The Riviera.

Ethan Roelf (11SJ) won the monthly
competition in the Equity Growth
category for the JSE Schools
Investment Competition.

< Riefkah Diedricks, Gr.12, was one
of 15 finalists in the Nedbank Essay
Competition.
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INDECISION

URGENT!

Emma Unthank
Grade 9N
The classroom was heated by the twenty bodies radiating warmth in the room. Sweat
dripped off of me in beads and I could not concentrate on my essay. The topics given
were vague and unclear. My pen hovered indecisively over the page. “What should I
write?”, I wondered. Others in the room kept stealing glances at me, only adding to
the mounting wall of pressure.
“Think”, I told myself. “This is not hard. You do these all the time.” These consoling
words my own brain had offered had little effect on the stress I was experiencing.
All of the deadlines and the restrictions did not help my current situation. I looked at
my watch and half an hour had passed and the only thing I had written was. ‘Emma
Unthank’.

Pumulo Mambwe
Grade 11 A
Life is a movie and we are quickly approaching the final scene.
However, each subsequent scene is a dive deeper down into
the rabbit hole. Things beginning to look more like a horror
film and we need to act now. We know that evil prevails when
good men do nothing, but it is difficult to act when you do
not know exactly who the enemy is.

Alright, topic three would have to do. I had always been good at writing descriptive
essays. The first sentence was very clear, but then my eyes drifted to the second line
and my confusion reappeared. What did “dagger-like words” have to do with “much
ado about nothing”? I had the worst headache, it felt as though I had a dagger in my
skull. William Shakespeare had just made things more complicated.

It seems like wherever we look, there is a social problem.
Technology has completely altered our way of living, even in
our own homes it has changes the way which we communicate
with each other. Families no longer sit around the table and
speak to each other. The constant depictions of happiness
and perfection on social media has left many people feeling
envious, anxious and depressed. The technology that has
been created to improve our social lives has actually harmed
it.

My eyes caught a glimpse of the picture on the question paper. It was of a girl
clutching her temples with arrows and lines coming from her head. Indecisive words
like “I’m stuck” and “maybe” captivated me and I could finally breath. Suddenly I had
an idea and the words flowed in my head like a river of ideas. My pen flew across the
page with amazing speed and I suddenly had paragraphs in front of me. “Excellent”,
I muttered quietly. I could relax after I had finished my final draft.

We are being raised by media. Parents and teachers cannot
influence their children as much as social media can, which
children are constantly viewing. This is destroying our sense
of individuality and we are becoming social robots. What is
concerning is how people believe they have full control over
themselves while their perceptions are being controlled.

When I turned over the page on the question paper and there was a nasty surprise
the sprang out at me. I was not done. I still had to write a transactional piece! My mind
weighed out the options: a dialogue or a letter of application. “Sigh”. I was back to
square one.

We need to realise that we are products of our environment.
The 20th century was the bloodiest century in recorded
human history despite. Two world wars, genocide, nuclear
attacks and the holocaust are evidence of that. These
tragedies were supported by people who failed to become
enlightened and accepted the information being ‘stuffed
down their throats’. Over time, we have still not evolved.

MICHELLE
Kamla Kalule
Grade 8D
Michelle is an ‘It Girl’ in every sense of the title. The way she walks and the way she
talks just screams “pay attention to me!” Whatever she does, she does it loudly and in
the most irritating way as humanly possible. Whether it’s chewing gum obnoxiously
during class, stomping her feet down the hall or the manner in which she judges other
people, she makes sure people know it is her, as if she is the most important person
in my school.
Michelle has a certain way of speaking as well. She drags out the ‘s’ in some words as
she says them. It becomes awfully noticeable when she is denigrating whoever and
whatever to her friends. It sounds something like, “Hey, Ssssamantha. Have you heard
what Ssssally sssaid yesssterday?”
Michelle often attempts to recruit me into her gaggle of stiletto obsessed hair-brains
by chatting me up before school. She often waylays me on my way up the stairs to
my classroom and tries to get me involved in her childish gossip. I observed that her
eyes were rather wideset and that her tongue darts her tongue out sometimes while
she speaks. Her nose is quit flat as well, almost disappearing into her face leaving only
her nostrils visible.
The day of Michelle’s great fall from power was rather unexpected to say the least. The
gossip she had spread had caught up to her. After that her ‘friends’ had finally decided
to make use of their single brain cells and leave her in their dust. With her reputation
tarnished, Michelle became nothing but a memory in the high school hierarchy. I still
see her in the halls of the school and when she walks by, only the faintest sound of
rattling follows her.
2020

We are old two decades into the 21st century, yet we have
already experienced genocidal attacks, attacks on democracy
and attacks on different religions such as Muslims in China
and the slaughter if Christians in the Middle East and North
Africa. These attacks may be signs of a third world war.
Crime and hate are glorified by popular influencers and our
problems in in schools have gone from littering and bullying
to suicide and mass school shootings. It seems to only be
getting worse. We often say, “history repeats itself” and we
are seeing proof of that before our own eyes.
Even nature seems to be groaning. We are experiencing
earthquakes in unusual places, global warming, climate
chance and even the Corona Virus pandemic. Entire islands
are being submerges in parts of the Pacific. There seem to be
apocalyptic scenes of biblical proportions directly from the
book of Revelations.
Troubled times are here. We are experiencing social
disruption, distress of nations, calamities on both land and
in the sea and nature has turned against us. This tells us that
there is an impeding conflict on the horizon. While people are
crying for peace and safety, destruction seems to prevail. We
can watch as it all unfolds or we can change. This is urgent!
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Sihlumile Mgada - Grade 12
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THE ANSWER WAS SO OBVIOUS
Erin Arries
Grade 12J
She thought she knew the answer, then again, she thought she knew everything. I despised
that about her. The way she walked and talked like she was above everyone else, like she
was some sacred deity among foolish mortals. She was only human, but she didn’t seem
to realise that. If she did, she did not give any indication of it. Her head was always in the
clouds and it was by time someone dragged her off her pedestal back down to earth.
I approached her one Saturday evening, behind the arcade in the old part of town, that
nobody occupied, no one that was except for her. She loved to loiter there with those
halfwits she called friends, polluting the air with their cheap cigarettes and jeering and
anyone who walked by. Idiots, all of them.

Yazeed Mohammad - Grade 12

I bravely walked up to her and asked if she wanted to see a magic trick. She called me a
moron, among other colourful words not suitable for retelling. She said that magic didn’t
exist. I already knew that, but she didn’t. So I smiled and appealed to her monstrous ego,
because surely someone as intelligent as her could figure it out. Once her defences were
down and her only thought was to lord her superiority over me, I posed my question:
“Tell me, how do you break free from shackles?”
That was the night she hobbled when was brought to the ground with hands and feet
shackled by stainless steel cuffs that clanged with every move, giving her location away no
matter where she hid. Oh, how the mighty have fallen. At long last the ‘wannabe’ goddess
was made human again. As I stood over her wielding my instrument of torture, she sobbed
and asked me why I was doing this, what she had done to deserve this…
What had she done? She had tormented my baby brother to the point where he no longer
wished to live. He was sweet and sensitive and did what he had to escape her tyranny. As
he sobbed I asked her again. As I asked her again, “how do you break free from shackles?”, I
reached into my pocket and let her see the glistening steel key dangle in my hands, relishing
the torment one last time before I took action.
So, how do you break free from shackles?
The answer was so simple… you have to have the key.

Eden Johannes - Grade 10

THE MOST INTERESTING
PERSON AT MY SCHOOL
Shahzaad Gasant
Grade 8G
The most interesting person at my school is Mr Peter. He is one of the maintenance
staff at my school. In the morning when I arrive at the school I always see him walking
down the passages with a huge, bright smile on his face.
I would always greet him in the most respectful manner. During interval, when my
friend Josh and I walked down to the changing room, where we saw Mr Peter standing
there waiting to make us laugh with his mind-blowing jokes.
Just last week I found out that Mr Peter lives two houses away from me in a massive
lime green house. He told me that I am welcome to come over some time, but he has
two huge dark brown pit bulls that resemble to colour of carrot cake. Those dogs are
ready to rip a body into pieces, but Mr Peter only laughed and said they will only lick
me. I told him I would never put a foot near then and we both started laughing.
I am glad that I know a gentleman like Mr Peter who always cheers me up.

Rachel Kruger - Grade 12
2020
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URGENT!
Moin-Ali Bagus - Grade 11 E
I wake up to the sound of a blaring siren and the lights are all out. The
piercing sound of the siren is so loud that it seems to be coming from
my own head. I rush out of bed and call for my parents. After getting no
response, I realise that I am all alone in the dark.
Suddenly the siren cuts out and is replaced by the voice of an announcer
issuing a warning message. “Urgent- fsjsha- Urgent! This is not a drill. Your
co-operation is required- Fsjshafsh. An unknown threat has arrived and you
are all in grave in danger. Hurry to N1 City Mall for hel- “. The announcement
cuts out and is replaced with a loud guttural scream and a gushing sound
over the intercom. I don’t know who made that announcement or where it
came from as I could not see anything in the dark.

With so many confusing thoughts rushing through my mind I couldn’t
focus on a single one. I start to walk again.
“Help will be there. Urgent! I need to get to N1 City”, I repeat to myself
as I continue walking. I do not notice the eerie silence around me. I do
not notice that there is no one around me. I do not notice the unfamiliar
shapes in the shadows.
As I walk through the main doors of N1 City Mall my mind clears and I
finally notice the pile of corpses in front of me. Before I can react, I feel a
pain in my chest and a crackling sound behind me. My mind goes blank,
everything goes dark and time stands still.

I gather any snacks and water in a bag and fetch a flashlight. There is no
electricity or running water in the house and when I check the street, there
are no lights on there as well. Parow has been plunged into darkness, all
clocks have stopped ticking and there seems to be no sense of time. My
only hope is to get to N1 City Mall.
My car won’t start, so I have to walk to N1 City. I leave the house and start
making my way toward my destination. Help will be there, I’m sure of it. I
struggle to understand what is happening. My thoughts are so jumbled.
“The clocks have stopped ticking. I have no sense of time. I need to get to
N1 City.”
“The clocks start have stopped ticking. I have no sense of time. I need to
get to N1 City. Wait, did I not say the already?” I stop walking. “Why would
I bring up the time again? I cannot think straight. I need to get to N1 city.
Help will be there. I need to get to N1 city.”

Zahaa Sallie - Grade 12

HOME, YOU’RE GOING HOME
Mariah Harris - Grade 8G
I don’t remember how it happened, one minute I was walking down the street, the next
all I saw were the flashing lights of a car and then everything went blank.
My name is Vincent Cage and I have been dead for three years now.
I stood silently in the school hallway watching my sister Cammy, I have been watching
over her making sure she’s okay even though she can’t see me. There I saw a girl
walking toward her class. I had never seen her there before, so she must have been
new. For some reason seeing her made me happier than I had in years and I felt a little
less lonely. Then, suddenly she stopped walking and looked straight at me.

Yazeed Mohamed - Grade 12

“Hi Vincent”, she said with her angelic voice. Shocked I asked her, “Can you see me?”
She simply held out her hand and said, “It’s time to go.” For some reason I knew I could
trust her and without thinking, I took her hand.
As we were about to leave, I heard a cry. I turned and saw my sister standing there with
tears rolling down her cheeks. It was as if she could feel me leaving her in that moment.
Those tears were my fault. How could I do this to her?
The girl placed her hand on my shoulder and told me, “You have to let her go.” I knew
she was right. “I will look after her”, she promised. I knew she was telling the truth.
As we walked away I turned to her and asked, “Where are we going?”
“Home”, she said “you are going home.”

Aqila Esa - Grade 12
2020
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